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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the problem of de�ning the
acoustic�phonetic unit set for �exible vocabulary con�
tinuous speech recognition systems�
As an alternative to the classical modeling ap�
proach with biphones and triphones� a set of station�
ary�transitory state units is de�ned that is limited
enough in number as to represent a closed set trainable
once and for all� A major bene�t of these units is that
inter�word transitions can easily be taken into account�
We show that a system employing these new units
favorably compares with respect to a baseline recog�
nizer with Continuous Density Hidden Markov Models
of context�dependent biphones and triphones� selected
through a minimal occurrence criterion within the train�
ing database�

� Introduction

Subword unit modeling is mandatory for large vocabu�
lary recognition systems� as well as for �exible vocabu�
lary applications� It is well known that a central issue
for these tasks is the selection of a set of basic units
that can be accurately modeled with the available train�
ing data� but that are also robust to phonetic contexts
which never appeared in the training database�
Context�sensitive phonetic models �triphones� are gen�
erally used for taking into account the coarticulation ef�
fects� The extension to larger sets of acoustic�phonetic
units determines a decrese in statistical robustness due
to undertraining� Moreover� even if it could be possible
to accurately train the triphones appearing in a spe�
ci�c application vocabulary� it is not feasible to train all
triphones of a language to cover any new vocabulary�
Since not all contexts can be accounted for� smoothing
or tying techniques are required to compensate for in�
su	cient training data�
Several approaches have been proposed for the genera�
tion of trainable and consistent phone�based units� Rel�
evant examples include


� context�independent phoneme modeling ��� where
coarticulation e�ects are taken into account aug�
menting the acoustic vector�

� parameter smoothing of detailed context dependent
models with less detailed� but better trained mod�
els �����

� parameter sharing ��� by tying similar units ��� ��
or similar distributions ��� ����

This paper discusses the advantages of designing a set
of units including only stationary context�independent
phonemes and phone�to�phone transition units and com�
pares them with the classical diphones or triphones� Op�
posite to context�dependent phones� diphone�like tran�
sition units� introduced in a previous paper ���� are lim�
ited enough in number� Thus it is possible to train once
and for all� given a properly designed database� a com�
plete set of �universal� units that are able to represent
any new vocabulary�
The models of these units have been evaluated on a
��� word speaker independent spontaneous speech rec�
ognizer for a railway timetable inquiry application� man�
aged by a dialog system� In particular the states corre�
sponding to word junctures have been trained without
distinguishing inter�word and intra�word units having
the same context� and the decoding search algorithm
was modi�ed to explicitly deal with inter�word transi�
tions�
The paper is organized as follows
 the de�nition and
modeling of the units is recalled in Section �� the data
structure and the decoding algorithm are detailed in
Section �� while the speech databases used� the experi�
ments performed and the results obtained are described
in Section ��

� Unit modeling

The recognition system described in this paper is based
on Continuous Mixture Density Hidden Markov Models



Table �
 Context�independent phonemes and diphone�transition units

Phoneme sequence � � �xpy � � �

States xl xc xr pl pc pr yl yc yr

Diphone�transitions � � � �xp� �py� � � �

Context�independent phonemes � � � �x� �p� �y� � � �

of subword units� The units include context independent
phonemes �CI� and context�dependent units �CDU��
The CDU set is selected according to a minimal occur�
rence criterion within the training database ���� Linear
��state left�to�right models are assigned to each unit�
while a single state unit models the background noise�
This is a rather standard model� where lateral states
are supposed to represent the coarticulation e�ects oc�
curring in the transition from the preceding phone and
to the successive phone� while the central state mostly
represents the stationary component of the phone�

The limitations of such a model are listed below


� The central state of a triphone �l�p�r�� which repre�
sents the stationary part of phone �p�� is trained
by means of context�dependent samples only� The
resulting distribution may become very detailed
while loosing generalization strength�

� The distribution of the �nal state of a left context�
dependent diphone �l�p is forced to merge the coar�
ticulation e�ects of the following contexts� It is�
therefore� often too smoothed unless it is modeled
with a large number of emission densities� The
same observation applies to the �rst state of a right
context�dependent diphone p�r��

� A context�independent phone �p� is trained by
only those samples which have not been used for
training the CDUs� If many di�erent CDUs have
been de�ned� the resulting CI models can result to
be undertrained�

To avoid these drawbacks� a new type of units was pro�
posed in ���� where the central states of all CDUs of
the same phoneme are tied� i�e� the stationary state of
phone �p� is trained in context�independent mode� A
two state transition unit �pq� is created by concatenat�
ing the �nal state of �p� and the �rst state of the next
phone �q�� A phonetic transcription is� thus� repre�
sented as a sequence of stationary context�independent
phones and diphone�like transition units as shown in Ta�
ble �� Since each unit is modeled by a large number of
observation frames of the same context� it is robust and
has good generalization capability� This set of units cor�
responds to the pseudo�diphones presented� in another
context and for a limited domain� in ��� and to phoni�
cles �����

��� Mixture selection

The emission densities in our systems are modeled by
mixtures of Gaussians� In many systems the number of
densities per state is �xed and selected a priori according
to the size of the training database� Increasing the size
of the mixtures generally leads to more detailed models
and better recognition results�
However� the number of densities for each state should
be carefully selected to �t the actual distribution of the
training data in order to avoid some states to be over�
trained�
Therefore� in our procedure the optimization of the
number of gaussian mixtures with respect to the amount
of training data is performed according to the following
steps

we arbitrarily divide the training database into a clus�
tering and an evaluation subset ���� and ��� in our ex�
periments�� Segmental Viterbi training and alignment
of the training observations to each state is then per�
formed using an available set of models and the com�

plete database� For each state� we use the segmenta�
tion of the clustering subset obtained from the previous
step� to perform the K�Means clustering� The number
of densities is increased until it reaches a preset maxi�
mum value or the average likelihood of the observations
in the evaluation subset does not decrease �a clear cue of
overtraining�� The number of densities associated to the
state of each model is� thus� adapted to a portion of the
training data and evaluated on an independent subset�
We then iterate this procedure starting from the Seg�
mental Viterbi training and alignment of the complete

training database using the new models�
By properly selecting the number of densities per state
we obtain better accuracy of the models �both diphone�
transition units or classical diphones and triphones� and
simultaneously halve the total number of densities�

� Decoding

We tested the e�ectiveness of these units in an isolated
word � surname recognition task� where the word er�
ror rate was nearly halved �from ��� to ������
In order to extend this approach to continuous speech�
the states corresponding to word junctures have been
trained without distinguishing inter�word and intra�
word units having the same context� and the decoding
search algorithm was modi�ed to deal with inter�word
transitions�
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Figure �
 Lexical tree with multiple roots

The use of inter�word transition units does not a�ect the
training algorithm� since transcription of the training
sentence automatically places the correct units at word
boundaries� In particular� the word junctures are rep�
resented with a twofold path� One path directly mod�
els the transition at the boundary of the two words�
The second path includes an optional silence linking the
corresponding positional phone�to�silence ending unit of
the preceding word� and the silence�to�phone starting
unit of the successive word�

Since the next word is not known during the recogni�
tion� word endings must be represented in the lexical
tree with all the transitions toward the beginning of the
next word� The explicit representation of all possible
starting and ending coarticulation units for each word
in the lexicon is not feasible� because it would imply
excessive memory and computational costs

Our decoding process exploits a tree based Viterbi de�
coding algorithm� but the search is performed on a tree
with multiple roots that explicitly represents word tran�
sitions as described in the following �Fig� ���

Each word is represented in the lexical tree by a tran�
scription beginning and ending with stationary units�
A second transcription accounts for possible silences be�
tween words� For example� in Fig� � word ROMA ends
with the stationary unit �a�� while all words beginning
by unit �e� stem from the same tree node� Station�
ary units are shown� in the �gure� as circles� transition
units nodes are depicted as ellipses� word identi�ers as

rectangles� and the dummy reactivation root nodes by
diamonds� Every node� excluding dummynodes� is asso�
ciated to its Markov Model including one or two states�

A standard Viterbi decoding algorithm activates the
dummy silence node at the beginning of the sentence�
It expands the successor nodes of the lexical tree ac�
cording to the beam�search strategy� until a terminal
node associated to a word identi�er is reached� A word
is inserted in the lattice of word hypotheses if its like�
lihood is greater than a prede�ned threshold� The tree
is then reactivated by expanding the successor nodes
of the dummy reactivation node corresponding to the
ending phoneme of the word� These nodes are the tran�
sition nodes toward the beginning of all the word in the
dictionary� including function words and extra linguistic
phenomena that are not shown in the �gure� Notice that
the multi rooted tree merges the initial transition nodes
into the stationary unit nodes that model the beginning
of the words�

The training database that has been used for these ex�
periments does not include all possible transition units�
Therefore� the transition unit that may appear as junc�
tures of two vocabulary words have been generated by
tying the states of similar units�

It is worth noting that� opposite to other approaches�
this lexical tree organization is also well suited to decode
continuous speech using a bigram language model �LM��
To achieve this goal� the word bigrams are represented
in terms of a network that merges the general lexical tree



and a set of bigram subtrees ��� ��� The bigram proba�
bilities are distributed along the tree branches� In the
network there is one multi rooted subtree for each word
appearing in the corpus used for training the language
model� Bigram subtrees o�er the attractive properties
of the lexical tree organization while also allowing to
keep separate theories that di�er for the last word and
to anticipate the application of word bigram LM prob�
ability�
Using this data structures� the overhead due to the inter�
word transitions is minimal because the LM decoding
algorithm simply expands the path reaching a terminal
node by reactivating the successors of two dummy nodes
only
 those identi�ed by the �nal phoneme of the ending
word in the general lexical tree� and in the word bigram
subtree�

� Results

The training database ��� includes about �� sponta�
neous sentences� collected from naive users through a
PBX� the test set consists of ��� sentences�
Three di�erent unit sets were compared


� a set of ��� intra�word biphones and triphones�

� a set of ��� stationary�transition units without word
junctures�

� a set of ��� stationary�transition units with word
junctures�

All tests were performed without grammar constraints�
The tests were carried out aiming at a preliminary evalu�
ation of the method� and not to optimize absolute recog�
nition performance �gures� in fact only the spontaneous
speech component of the available corpus was used for
training� A large read speech corpus is being added
to the training set� and an overall assessment of the
methodology is under way�

units ��� ��� ���
WA ���� ���� ����

Table �
 Word Accuracy �gures for di�erent unit sets

We believe that a further improvement might be ob�
tained by separately modeling inter� and intra�word
transition units according to generally accepted pho�
netical principles ����� With this approach� the large
increase in the number of possible coarticulation units
would require the adoption of suitable techniques for
dealing with their prediction and interpolation�

� Conclusions

We have proposed an e	cient method to deal with inter�
word coarticulation units in continuous speech recog�
nition� The approach combines transitory�stationary

state representations and explicit modeling of word
junctures� Little additional e�ort in computational load
is required�
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